Locking and Unlocking the Doors

Key

This vehicle comes with the following keys:

- All of the keys have an immobilizer system. The immobilizer system helps to protect against vehicle theft.

Follow the advice below to prevent damage to the keys:

- Do not leave the keys in direct sunlight, or in locations with high temperature or high humidity.
- Do not drop the keys or set heavy objects on them.
- Keep the keys away from liquids, dust or sand.
- Do not take the keys apart except for replacing the battery.

If the circuits in the keys are damaged, the engine may not start, and the remote transmitter may not work. If the keys do not work properly, have them inspected by a dealer.

You can remotely start the engine using the remote engine start.

Use the keys to start and stop the engine, and to lock and unlock all the doors, tailgate, and fuel fill door.
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Key Controls

The built-in key can be used to lock/unlock the doors and tailgate when the remote battery becomes weak and the power door lock/unlock operation is disabled.

To remove the built-in key, slide the release knob and then pull out the key. To reinstall the built-in key, push the built-in key into the remote until it clicks.

Contains a number that you will need if you purchase a replacement key.

Key Number Tag

Keep the key number tag separate from the key in a safe place outside of your vehicle.
If you wish to purchase an additional key, contact a dealer.
If you lose your key and you cannot start the engine, contact a dealer.
Low Remote Signal Strength

The vehicle transmits radio waves to locate the remote when locking/unlocking the doors*, tailgate*, and fuel fill door*, opening the power sliding door* and the power tailgate*, or to start the engine.

In the following cases, locking/unlocking the doors*, opening the power sliding door* and the power tailgate*, or starting the engine may be inhibited or operation may be unstable:

- Strong radio waves are being transmitted by nearby equipment.
- You are carrying the remote together with telecommunications equipment, laptop computers, cell phones, or wireless devices.
- A metallic object is touching or covering the remote.

* Not available on all models
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Using the Smart Entry with Push Button Start System*

When you carry the remote, you can lock/unlock the doors, fuel fill door, and open the tailgate.

You can lock/unlock the doors, fuel fill door, and tailgate within a radius of about 32 inches (80 cm) of the outside door handle or tailgate outer handle.

Locking the doors and tailgate

Press the door lock button on the front door or the tailgate.

Some exterior lights flash; the beeper sounds; all the doors and tailgate lock; and the security system sets.

* Not available on all models
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Unlocking the doors and tailgate

Grab the driver’s door handle:
► The driver’s door and fuel fill door unlocks.
► Some exterior lights flash twice and the beeper sounds twice.

Grab the front passenger’s door or rear door handle:
► All doors and the tailgate unlock.
► Some exterior lights flash twice and the beeper sounds twice.

Press the tailgate outer handle:
► The tailgate unlocks.
► Some exterior lights flash twice and the beeper sounds twice.

Using the Smart Entry with Push Button Start System *

If you do not open a door or the tailgate within 30 seconds of unlocking the vehicle with the smart entry system, the doors and tailgate will automatically relock.

The light flash, beep and unlock settings can be customized.

Models with power tailgate
You can also unlock and open with the power tailgate.

* Not available on all models
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Using the Master Door Lock Switch

Press the master door lock switch in as shown to lock or unlock all doors, tailgate, and fuel fill door.

When you lock/unlock either front door using the master door lock switch, all the other doors and the tailgate lock/unlock at the same time.
Childproof Door Locks

The childproof door locks prevent the rear doors from being opened from the inside regardless of the position of the lock tab.

**Setting the Childproof Door Locks**

Slide the lever in the rear door to the lock position, and close the door.

**When opening the sliding door**

Open the door using the outside door handle.

---

Models with power sliding doors

The door pillar switches become disabled.

You can open and close the power sliding door, using the power sliding door switches near the steering wheel, or the remote.
Auto Door Locking/Unlocking

Your vehicle locks and unlocks all doors and the tailgate automatically when a certain condition is met.

- **Auto Door Locking**
  - **Drive lock mode**
    All doors and the tailgate lock when the vehicle’s speed reaches about 10 mph (15 km/h).

- **Auto Door Unlocking**
  - **Driver’s door open mode**
    All doors and the tailgate unlock when the driver’s door is opened.

* Not available on all models